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Abstract:

The view factor has a critical  impact on the estimation of the radiation heat transfer between

different surfaces of energy systems. This paper presents an alternate and simple method for the

blocking judgment and a modified numerical integration approach to calculate the view factor

between finite and infinite length cylinders in an arbitrary array. The proposed method has been

successfully  validated through a comparison with the state-of-the-art  published methods.  Two

cases are studied: (i) cylinders arranged in a staggered array for different spacing and lengths; (ii)

cylinders arranged in an arbitrary array. The results show that the proposed method provides a fast

and accurate way to evaluate the view factor for cylinder arrays with similar length. The analysis

reveals that the length and arrangements have a strong influence on the view factor. The proposed

method might be very useful to design an improved compact heat exchanger using a nonstandard

arrangements.

Keywords: radiation heat transfer; view factor; numerical method; arbitrary cylinder array

1. Introduction

The geometry of a cylinder array is widely applied in industrial processes,  i.e. heat pipe heat

exchanger (HPHEX) in waste heat recovery system  [1-3], rob bundles in nuclear reactor  [4-6],

pin-fin  tubes  [7-9],  pin-fin  heat  sink  for  thermal  management  [10-18],  solid  oxide  fuel  cells

(SOFCs)  [19, 20] and solar receivers in concentrated solar power(CSP) system  [21-23]. Many

studies  focused  on  the  convective  heat  transfer  between  the  fluid  and  the  bundles'  surface.

However,  in  the case of  high-emissivity  or  high-temperature surfaces,  the two modes of  heat

transfer (convection and radiation) are of comparable magnitude [24]. Jung et al. [3] developed a

numerical  model  to  estimate  the  radiation  effect  of  a  high-temperature  HPHEX. The  results

showed that the maximum relative error in the cold-side wall temperature is about 5.2%, when the

radiation  heat  transfer  is  not  considered.  The  error  increases  with  the  increase  in  the  wall

temperature. Bopche et al.  [4] investigated the contribution of radiative heat transfer in the total

energy exchange of 18 rod bundle facility during LOCA (loss of coolant accident) situation, and

found that 80% of heat energy is transferred by radiation heat transfer mode. Jang et al. [25] found

that the radiation heat transfer represents about 25% of the total heat transfer rate in a pin-fin
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radial  heat  sink.  These studies have revealed a  non-negligible  share of  radiation heat  transfer

between cylinder arrays of different geometries. Thus, the evaluation of radiation heat transfer

between cylinders is of particular interest.

Indeed, the evaluation of the radiation heat transfer within the cylinder array depends on the view

factor or the geometric configuration factor  [19]. The view factor is defined as the fraction of

energy leaving one diffuse surface element (E1) and arrives at another element (E2) [26]. Many

studies investigated the methods to get the view factor between the simplest case, i.e., view factor

between two parallel cylinders. For the infinite long cylinders, an analytical expression can be

derived by the crossed string method, which was first introduced by Hottel [27]. For the parallel

cylinders of a finite length, Plamondon[28] developed a quadruple integral expression with limits

of integration for the view factor between two parallel cylinders for a given radius ratio. Sparrow

and Jonsson[29] investigated the view factor between two cylinders of finite length and equal

radius by using contour integral technique. Juul[30] developed a new integration scheme, which

can reduce the quadruple integral to a simple double integral. The simple double integral can only

be carried out numerically. Besides, analytical expressions were developed, which approximate

the view factor between two parallel cylinders of equal length and a given radius. The results

showed that the error calculated by two methods was less than 1 percent.

In practice,  cylinders  are  usually  arranged in different  arrangements.  For example,  the square

arrangement[31], the circular arrangement or the hexagonal assembly[19, 20]. In these cases, the

views  between  two  parallel  cylinders  may  be  partially  blocked  by  the  adjacent  cylinders.

Therefore, it is difficult to get the analytical expression for the view factor except for the limiting

case  of  infinite  long  cylinders  by  applying  the  crossed  string  method.  Cox[32] derived  the

theoretical equations for view factors between infinite cylinders up to four rows on a triangular

array and on a square array. The equations are expressed in a function of the ratio between the

spacing and the diameter of  the cylinder.  Gerencser  and Razani[33] proposed an approximate

method to evaluate the view factor between one cylinder and all the other cylinders in a staggered

array. For the cylinders of finite length in nonstandard arrangements, few studies focus on this

problem. Bopche et al.[34] gave analytical expressions for the view factor between two finite

length  cylinders  with  interference  from  a  third  cylinder,  by  applying  the  contour  integral

technique.  Yang  et  al.[35] investigated  the  view  factor  among  rob  bundles  in  2-D  with  the

nonstandard  structure  by  applying  the  discrete  transfer  model  (DTM)  and  discrete  ordinates

model(DOM) embedded in a CFD software. A direct numerical method is very useful to determine

the view factor between two finite areas. But it requires careful consideration of the effects of

shading  or  blocking  by  intervening  surfaces,  and  the  process  can  be  quite  computationally

intensive in a complex system[26]. Some researchers proposed other methods to estimate the view

factor in a complex, which could also be used in cylinder arrays, such as Monte Carlo Ray Tracing

(MCRT) method[36, 37]. Many computer programs are available and use these methods, such as

FLUENT, COMSOL, TracePro, FIDAP, NEVADA and so on. These methods and programs work

well  with  complex  geometries,  but  it  is  time-consuming  and  inefficient.  For  engineering

applications, a fast and precious method is more suitable.

In this  paper,  a  simple method for  blocking judgment is  proposed by applying the geometric

analysis. Besides, a modified integration scheme is developed by using an analytical expression to

calculate the view factor between two elemental strips, which could reduce the quadruple integral

to a simple double integral. The next section describes the direct numerical integration method and



proposes a  modified numerical  integration method to calculate  the view factor.  The the mesh

sensitivity is analyzed in Section 3.1; the validation of the proposed method is presented in section

3.2; the effect of spacing and length on the view factor for different arrangements are discussed in

Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Section 4 summarizes the most important conclusions. 

Nomenclature

A
Finite area of the surface [m2

¿ or dimensionless parameter defined in Eq. (11),

(H / R)
2
−( R0 /R )

2
+1

B
Dimensionless parameter defined in Eq.(11), 

(H / R)
2
+ ( R0/ R )

2
−1

C Dimensionless parameter defined in Eq.(7), H / lij

C i Center point of a cylinder/circle

D Diameter of a circle or cylinder [m]

F1−i
View factor from surface 1 to surface i

Fd Ai−d A j
View factor from elemental area d A i to the elemental area d A j

H Length of a cylinder [m]

li Projecting distance of a segment on a fixed direction [m]

lij
Distance between two elemental surfaces [m ¿

n⃗ Unit normal vector of an elemental surface

N Number of elements

Ndθ Number of elements along the circumference

NdH Number of elements along the length

N ray Ray number

P Spacing of two cylinders’ center points [m] 

Pi Center point of an elemental surface

P⃗i P j Vector between the center points of two elemental surfaces

r Radius of a circle or a cylinder [m]

R Radius of a circle or a cylinder [m]

s Distance from a center point to a common tangent line/plane [m]

S Separation distance between two cylinders [m]

X Coordinate on X-axis

Y Coordinate on Y-axis

z Distance from a center point to a line [m]

Greek symbols

α Angle corresponding to an arc or segment [rad ¿

β Angle corresponding to an arc or segment [rad ¿

γ
Ratio of the view factor between two finite length cylinders to the view factor

between two infinite length cylinders

θ
Angle  between  the  surface  normal  vector  and  the  line  between  the  center
points of two element surface [rad ¿



ξ Blocking factor

2. Method

2.1. Direct numerical integration method

Fig.1 shows two parallel cylinders with the same length. In direct numerical integration method,

the cylindrical surfaces are discrete into Ndα × Ndh elements on length and on circumference. The

view factor between the elemental area d A i on surface 1 and the elemental area d A j on surface 2

is given by:

Fd Ai−d A j
=

cosθ1 cosθ2

π l2 d A j

  

(1)

Where: l is the length of the line joining two areas and θ1 (orθ2) is the angle between the surface

normal vector and the line connecting two elemental areas.

Then the total view factor between two surfaces is given by:

F1−2=
1
A1

{ ∑
i=1

Ndα × N dh

(dAi ∑
j=1

N dβ ×N dh

ξF dAi−d A j)}  (2)

Where: ξ  represents the blocking factor. It is usually obtained by calculating the intersection of the

line between dA i and dA j and the surface, which may block the view. If the intersection exists,

the view between two elementary areas is blocked by the surface and ξ  equals to 0, if not, two

elemental areas dA i and dA j can view each other and ξ  equals to 1.

Fig.1. Basic geometry for view factor analysis

2.2. Modified numerical integration method

The cylindrical surface is formed by sweeping a circle along the Z-axis, so the elements along the

Z-axis may be blocked by another cylinder surface at the same time. In this way, a novel blocking

judgment was proposed, which is solved in 2-D. The detailed method is described below.

An arbitrary geometry of cylinder array with the same finite length and different radius is shown

in Fig.2(a). The main purpose is to obtain the view factor between cylinders 1 and 2. Cylinder 3-5

are adjacent cylinders.  Firstly,  we need to  select the adjacent cylinders,  which may block the



radiation  from  cylinder  1  to  cylinder  2.  As  shown  in  Fig.2(b),  the  two  common  tangent

lines/planes divide the cylindrical surface into two arcs. The arc facing outward in each cylinder

can’t see each other, which means the view factor between them equals to zero. The arcs facing

inward consist of the area where radiation could happen with two common tangents. In order to

reduce the calculation, the potential blocking cylinder should be selected by detecting if the circle

and the polygon have an intersection or not. The approach consists of calculating the distances

between the center point of the surrounding cylinders and two common tangents. If one of them is

smaller than its radius, the cylinder is chosen for the calculation. Otherwise, which means both of

them are larger than its radius, the position of the center point is detected. If the center point is

inside the polygon (area of red dash line), such as circle/cylinder 4 in Fig.2(b), then it is also

chosen for the calculation. Two common approaches (ray casting and angle summation) can be

used to solve this problem [38]. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure.2 Geometry for view factor analysis: (a) Overview of finite cylinders in an arbitrary

array; (b) Top view; (c) Special case of blocking judgment; (d) Two parallel elemental strips in

the arbitrary configuration.

Then, the angle α  corresponding to the arc facing inside is divided into N dα parts and the cylinder

is divided into N dα strip elements respectively. α  and β  can be calculated by:

α=2cos−1 R−r
P

, β=2 π−α , R ≥ r  (3)

For any element Ai in cylinder 1 and A j in cylinder 2, a second judgement is conducted to check

if they can see each other without any interference. The mathematical description is:

θi<90 °∧θ j<90 °      (4)



Or

n⃗i ∙ P⃗i P j>0∧n⃗ j ∙ P⃗ j Pi>0
  (5)

Where Pi and P j are the center points of the elements, n⃗ij is the unit normal vector of the element,

θi and θ j are the angles between the normal line and the line connecting two center points Pi P j.

Then, in order to determine whether the adjacent cylinder blocks the view of two elements or not,

a simple judgment is carried out by detecting whether the circle and the line segment Pi P j have

an intersection or not. Initially, we calculate the distance zk from the center point of an adjacent

cylinder k (k=3,4,5 …) to the line Pi P j. If zk ≤r k, the view might be blocked. Only considering

this condition could cause an error when the spacing is too small. Shown in Fig.2(c), the condition

z3≤ r3 is acquired, but cylinder 3 doesn’t block the view between element Ai and Aj. It is observed

that in this case, the projection point of the center of cylinder 3 always locates on the extended line

of Pi P j, instead of the segment. So, we calculate the projecting distances of PiC3 and P jC3on

the Pi P j direction, which are li and lj respectively. If the blocking happens, li and lj should be less

than or equal to the distance between two elements lij. Thus, the complete conditions for blocking

are: (a) 
zk ≤r k ; (b ) li ≤lij∧l j ≤lij

. 

The blocking factor between any two elements Ai, Aj, and a cylinder k is given by:

ξ={¿0 , zk ≤ rk∧li ≤ lij ,l j≤ lij

¿1 , otherwise
          (6)

Then, the view factor between two elemental strips of the same length is derived based on Jakob’s

study [39]:

F Ai−A j
=ξ

cosθ i ∙ dϕ

π
tan−1C   

(7)

dϕ=2 tan−1 R jd θ j ∙ cosθ j

2lij

, C=
H
lij

When the cylinder is infinite, Eq. (7) becomes:

FdAi−d A j
=ξ

cosθi ∙dϕ

2
  

(8)

The total view factor between cylinder 1 and 2 is given by:

F1−2=
1
A1

{∑i=1

Ndθ

(Ai∑
j=1

N dθ

Fd Ai−d A j)}  (9)

The proposed method is developed using an in-house MATLAB® code that has been developed

tbased on the above equations.

3. Validation and results

Typical geometry of cylinder array in a staggered arrangement is shown in Fig.3 (top view). All
the cylinders have the same radius  D and length  H . The distance between the centers of two

adjacent cylinders is equal to P. By considering symmetry, the cylinders with the same distance to

the center one should have the same view factor. 



Fig.3. Cylinder arrays in a staggered arrangement (top view)

3.1 Mesh sensitivity analysis

The mesh sensitivity analysis should be made to verify the mesh number to meet the precision
requirement. In the case shown in Fig.3, the ratio of pitch to diameter P/ D equals to 2 and the

ratio of length to diameter H / D equals to 1. The total view factor between the center cylinder 1

to all the surround cylinder is calculated by the Mont Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) method[40], the

direct numerical integration method and the method proposed in this study. The MCRT method

evaluates the view factor by:

F i , j=
N j

N i

                                                                    (10)

Where: N i is the total number of rays emitted from surface i and N j is the total number of rays

arrived on surface j.

In this paper, the MCRT method is conducted by software TracePro[41, 42]. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show

the results of total view factor and computing time with different Ndθ and Ndh. The ray number

N ray simulated in MCRT method ranges from 104 to 107. As illustrated, all the total view factors

by different methods will converge to a value with the increasingNdθ or N ray. Ndθ ranges from 10

to 1000 for both two numerical methods, and  NdH  equals to 5, 10, 20 and 30 only for direct

numerical  method. When  Ndθ exceeds 200, the relative error by direct numerical method and

modified  numerical  method  is  less  than0.012 %.  The  total  view  factor  by  using  the  direct

numerical method decreases and approaches the curve by the modified numerical method when

increasing the division number on length. When N dH=30 , Ndθ>200, the relative error between

the total view factor calculated by two methods is less than 0.012%. The view factor obtained by

the MCRT method has a large error with small numbers of ray. When 
N ray>8× 106, the relative



error of total view factor by MCRT method and modified numerical method is less than 0.02%.

Fig.5 shows the consuming time for each method as a function of N dθ (Intel Core i5-4570 CPU

3.20GHz). The consuming time is the exponential function of  Ndθ and the computing time by

proposed method is  much less  than that  of  the direct  numerical  method. As can be seen,  the

computing time by the direct numerical method is 200 times more than the time consumed by the

modified numerical method.

Fig.4 View factor between then center cylinder to the surrounding cylinders vs Ndθ and NdH

Fig.5 Computing time vs Ndθ and NdH

3.2 Validation

Fig.6 compares the normalized view factor by the proposed method with the results of Juul [30].

The normalized view factor is defined as the ratio of the view factor for the case of a finite length

to the view factor for the case of an infinite length. As shown in Fig.6, cylinders 1 and 2 are
parallel with equal length H  but different radius r  and R respectively. S represents the separation

distance. The view factors as a function of separation ratio S/ R for various length ratio H / R and



for two radius ratios (r / R=1∧10) were calculated. The results showed that good agreements are

achieved. The largest deviation of the two methods is less than 5%.

In order to further verify the accuracy of the proposed method, the view factor between the center

cylinder  and  the  surrounding  cylinders  for  the  case  of  the  geometry  shown  in  Fig.3,  for

comparison with previously published methods. As illustrated in Table.1, the spacing/diameter

equals to 2 and two cases are considered, i.e., the infinite length case and finite length case. For

the infinite length case, the analytical expressions are derived by crossed string method[27, 32].

The complete expressions of view factor for 12 rows are given in Appendix A. Good agreement is

obtained when comparing the proposed method and crossed string method. For the finite length

case, because no published results found in the literature, the view factor was calculated by the

MCRT method. The length/diameter equals to the unit and the ray number is 10 million. The

results showed good agreement between the methods. The maximum relative error is -3.4% for

F1−8. 

Fig.6 Comparison of normalized view factor between two parallel cylinders as a function
separation ratio S/ R and various length ratios H / R by proposed method and Juul[30]

Table.1 comparison of view factors by different methods.

View

factor

Spacing/diameter (P/ D), length/diameter (H / D)

P/ D=2 , H / D=1 P/ D=2 , H / D=∞

Proposed

method*

MCRT

method**

Relative

error

Proposed

method

Crossed

string

method[32]

Relative

error

F1−2 0.03677 0.03680 -0.0185% 0.08138 0.08138 0

F1−3 0.01064 0.01058 0.567% 0.04627 0.04627 0

F1−5 0.00202 0.00202 0 0.01424 0.01425 -0.07%

F1−8 0.00028 0.00029 -3.4% 0.00290 0.00290 0

* Ndθ=200

**
N ray=107



3.3 Effect of spacing and length on view factor for standard arrays

The  view factor  F1−i(i=2,3,5,8,10,11) is  plotted  in  Fig.7  (red-dash  line)  as  a  function  of

spacing ratio P/ D for various values of length ratio H / D. Considering the staggered array is one

of the widely used arrangements in industrial applications, a simple analytical expression is more
practical for calculation. In Ref[30], the ratio  γ was introduced to estimate the ratio of the view

factor between two finite length cylinders to the view factor between two infinite length cylinders.

For the case of two cylinders with the same radius, the expression is given by the equation below:

γ=1−
1
π {cos−1 A

B
−

R
2 H [√( A+2(R0/ R)

2
)

2
−(2R0/R)

2 cos−1
(

RA
R0 B

)+ A sin−1(
R
R0

)−
π
2

B]}
(11)

A=(H / R)
2
−(R0

R )
2

+1, B=(H / R)
2
+(R0

R )
2

−1, R0=R √
2√(P/R)

2
−1−π

2sin−1
(

R
P

)

+1

The approximation is good when the blocking of the radiation from cylinder 1 to cylinder 2 by the
adjacent  cylinders  is  small.  When  H / D=∞,  γ equals  to  unit.  Combining  the  analytical

expressions for infinite length cylinders in Appendix A, the view factor for finite length cylinders

could be obtained by the equation below:

F1−i
finite

=γ F1−i
infinite                                                           (12)

The results calculated by equation (12) were also shown in Fig.7 (blue solid line). The relative

error of the two methods is illustrated in Fig.8 by given a definition in eq. (13)

Relative Error=
Proposed Method−Approximate Method

Approximate Method
×100 %

(13)

The view factor between the center cylinder and the nearest cylinder 2 was given in Fig.7 (a).

F1−2 decreases with the spacing rapidly and then tends to be gentle. According to the geometric

analysis, when P/ D>2√3 /3, there is no blocking from cylinders 1 to cylinder 2 caused by the

adjacent  cylinders,  which  indicates  that  the  view  factor  for  two  adjacent  cylinders  strongly

depends  on  the  spacing  rather  than  on  the  blocking.  Shown in  Fig.8(a),  Great  agreement  is
achieved by two methods for various lengths when  P/ D>1, that the relative error is less than

0.6%.  It  should  be  noticed  that,  when  P / D=1,  the  view  factor  obtained  by  the  proposed

modified integration method has a large difference comparing with the results obtained by the
approximate method. The maximum relative error is about 6.5% when H / D=1.The difference is

mainly caused by using eq. (7) when they have common boundaries. 

The cylinder length also has a significant effect on the view factor. As shown in Fig.7(a), when

P/ D=2, the view factor increases from 0.0367 to 0.0801 when  H / D increases from 1 to 50.

After that,  the effect  of length tends to be small.  The relative error of the view factors when

H / D=50 and  H / D=∞ is about 1.5% for  P/ D=2 and 6.6% for  P/ D=6. It is also found

that the relative error between two methods decreases with the length.

Figs.7(b)-(f) illustrate the view factor from F1−3 to F1−11 as a function of spacing and length, and

Figs.8(b)-(f) illustrate the relative error respectively. Generally, the view factor increases with the

spacing in the beginning, reaches a peak value and decreases gradually. This is because of the



interaction between the spacing and the blocking. When spacing increases, the effect of blocking

by the former cylinders or adjacent cylinders becomes low. On the other hand, the view factor

decreases with spacing. As can be seen in Fig.7(d), the curves might be divided into three regions.

In region I, the objective surface (cylinder 8) is completely blocked by the cylinders in the front

row, thus the view factor equals to zero. In region II, before the view factor reaches the highest

value,  the effect  is  dominated by blocking. After that,  spacing has more effect  than blocking.

When the spacing is large enough, there is no blocking between cylinder 1 and cylinder 8. For the

standard arrangement, the spacing values for the three parts can be obtained by geometric analysis.

The value of P/ D between the region I and II equal 2√3 /3.The value between region II and III

equals to 2√39 /3. More details are given in Appendix A. 

Figs.8(b)-(f) show the relative error of the view factors for the two methods. For all the view

factors,  the error decreases with the spacing ratio and length.  With a large spacing ratio,  like

P/ D>4.5, there is no difference between the two methods. On the other hand, the relative error

for  F1−3 is  relatively big when the spacing ratio  is  small.  When  P/ D is  approaching 1,  the

maximum error for F1−3 could reach 34%. However, considering the view factor starts from zero

when  P/ D=1,  The  absolute  error  by  the  two  methods  is  only

5.5 ×10−5
(P /D=1.01 , H /D=1)

, which could be neglected. The error decreases rapidly with

the spacing ratio and length. Similarly, for view factor  F1−5−F1−11, the maximum error is less

than 20% and occurs at a small spacing value. 

These results indicate that equations (11) and (12) are useful for both the case of two parallel

cylinders without blocking as well as for the more complex case of finite length cylinders in an

array. Using the approximate method is quite convenient, the only issue is the complex analytical

expressions for infinite length case.

(a) (b)



(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig.7 View factors vs spacing and length (a) F1−2, (b) F1−3, (c) F1−5, (d) F1−8, (e) F1−10, (f)

F1−11.

(a) (b)



(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig.8 Relative error of view factors for modified numerical method and approximate method:

(a) F1−2, (b) F1−3, (c) F1−5, (d) F1−8, (e) F1−10, (f) F1−11.

3.4 View factor calculation for a nonstandard arrangement

For cylinder array in a nonstandard arrangement, it is difficult to get the view factor from the

analytical  methods,  such  as  the  crossed  string  method.  Thus,  the  approximate  method  by

combining equations (11) and (12) is not appropriate in this case. In order to solve this issue, the

modified numerical method has been applied. A nonstandard arrangement for cylinder array is

shown in Fig.9. Table.2 gives the diameter and coordinates for each cylinder. The view factor

between cylinder 1 and 2 is calculated by the proposed modified numerical method (the divide

number for both cylinders is 200). The result was plotted in Fig.10 as a function of length. The

view factors were also compared with the results calculated by the MCRT method (ray number

equals to 107). A good agreement was found between the MCRT and the proposed method. As the

arrangement was settled down, the view factor only changes with the length. Shown in Fig.10,

when  H / D1≤ 100,  F1−2 increases rapidly with length. After that, length has less effect on the

view factor. The ratio between the view factors for H / D1=1 and H / D1=1000 is about 15.7%,

whereas the ratio between that for H / D1=100 and H / D1=1000 is about 97.7% . 



Fig.9 Geometry of nonstandard cylinder array.

Table.2 Parameters of nonstandard cylinder array

No. 1 2 3 4 5

Di 2 3 2.4 0.6 4.2

(X , Y ) (0, 0) (10, 0) (2.4, 2) (4.8, 0.1) (6.5, -3)

Fig.10 View factor between cylinders in nonstandard array

4. Conclusion

A modified numerical method to calculate the view factor between parallel cylinders of finite

length in arbitrary arrangement is developed. The new method reduces the quadruple integration

into a simple double numerical integration. Besides, a simple method to judge the blocking is also

given.  The novel  method reduces the calculation time significantly.  When compared with the

direct numerical method it allows reducing 99.5% of the required time with similar accuracy. The

method is applied to calculate the view factor between cylinder array in a staggered array. For the

case of infinitely long cylinders, the result is compared with the crossed string method. For the

case of  finitely long cylinders,  the result  is  compared with an approximated method. A good



agreement has been found for all the cases. The analysis showed that the relative error decreases

rapidly with the spacing ratio and length. The maximum relative error could reach 34% when

cylinders are very close to each other. Besides, the spacing and the blocking affects the view factor

between staggered cylinder arrays. Large spacing decreases the blocking but also the view factor.

The maximum value exists except for the case without blocking. It has been observed that the

view factor increases with the length, but the increasing tendency also declines with it.  When

H / D>50 for 1 ≤ P/ D ≤6 , the relative difference between the finite length case and the infinite

length case is less than 6.6%. The results also indicate that the approximate method expressed by

equation (11) and (12) has good agreement with the proposed modified numerical method. The

precondition is to acquire the analytical expression for the infinite length case. For the case of

cylinders in a nonstandard array, the proposed method gives accurate results as good as the MCRT

method. In the case of a fixed arrangement, the view factor increases rapidly with the length in the

beginning. After that, length has less effect on the view factor. The relative difference between the

view factors for H / D1=100 and H / D1=1000 is only about 2.3%. The proposed method might

be very useful to design complex energy systems. For instance, it can be applied to design an

improved compact heat exchanger in a nonstandard arrangement. 
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Appendix A:

View factor between infinite length cylinders in a staggered array
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